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ABSTRACT
Software defined Network (SDN) has shown a great interest since its emergence. The extreme efficiency in
comparison with traditional networks and its agility introduced by separating control and data planes
provided many benefits to the market. Yet, there are many challenges accompanied with this agility,
leading to many security concerns and threats such as Denial of Service (DoS) and Flooding attacks and
many other threats. This paper aims at assessing the effectiveness of this technology via comparisons
against traditional networks using standard comparison parameters such as Throughput and Round Trip
Time (RTT) and to measuring speed and efficiency of the new underlying technology. Security analysis is
carried out to exploit SDN vulnerabilities by implementing successful attacks using primitive SDN Toolkit.
Keywords: SDN, Control plane, Data plane, Network Topologies, DoS. Flooding Attacks.
1

INTRODUCTION

In a world its first priority is efficiency, we are
always looking for efficient innovation. While
Software Defined Networks (SDNs) are well
known to be innovative regarding the wide facilities
it offers over the traditional networks. SDN already
had shown great interests since its arise; although,
faces many challenges up to this day; while trying
to resolve this tensions, measuring speed and
efficiency of the new underlying technology should
be regularly.
Software Defined Networking (SDN) has
presented itself as the new and most important
upcoming
network
architecture
in
the
communications industry. SDN decouples the
network control from the network devices,
abstracting it into a single SDN controller,
rendering the data plane (or the forwarding plane)
no longer part of the network control and any sort
of decision making regarding the entire network
[1], [2].
SDN allows for new network functions to be
introduced to the entire network simply through
software-based logic in the network control plane,
which, in turn through standard south bound
interfaces, implements the software in the data
forwarding plane. In SDN the entire network is
abstracted in the control plane, giving the network
administrator a global view of all the devices in the

network [3], mapping the network for the
applications that will be running on top of the
control plane in the application layer as shown in
Figure 1 the three layers/planes of the SDN
architecture Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Three layers/planes of the SDN architecture

This presents the logic of an entire SDN network
consisting of:
 The Application Layer: this plane contains
all SDN applications with different purposes such
as network management, network security or policy
implementations.
 The Control Plane: This is the logically
centered control point of the network, having a
global view of the entire network and providing
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hardware abstractions to applications running on
top of it in the applications layer [3], [5].
 The Data Plane: it consists of network
elements such as routers, virtual switches and
physical switches whose main functionality is
forwarding data in accordance with the data flow
tables and rules provided by the network controller
[3], [5].
The centralized nature of an SDN network allows
for implementing network-wide security policies
and updates simultaneously, entirely removing any
risk of policy collision between devices from
different vendors. This is due to security
applications and systems being mere softwarebased and only added to the SDN controller,
without the need for updating each device like
conventional networks, where changing hardware
or installing an updated firmware is unavoidable
[1], [7]. SDN completely removes the hardships of
conventional networks where sets of vendorspecific manually configurable devices spread
across the network would compromise their own
sub-network with its own set of algorithms for
routing, controlling and monitoring the data flow
on each device. This combination of numerous sets
of different devices from the different vendors
present a complexity in combining all the devices
seamlessly into the network and prove difficult to
maintain a standard set of proprietary protocols,
applications or interfaces. As a result, conventional
network architectures are unable to provide a global
visibility of the network and face difficulties in
maintaining network wide policies.
This inability of complete integration prevents
healthy and continuous security updates and
maintenance of the network, considering the very
high costs and time required to manually configure
each individual device according to its own vendor
specific low-level commands. Moreover, this
manual configuration is highly prone to
configuration errors or policy conflicts could cause
serious security vulnerabilities to the network [8].
On the other hand, on SDN networks, a security
application can request flow samples from the
network controller, which would return sampled
flows from the data plane, the security application
would then determine if the data path is to be
blocked, rerouted to security middle boxes or even
restricting it to specific parts of the network. All of
this can be implemented during run-time, on virtue
of the centralized logic of the network [9].
However, SDN networks still face their own
unique security challenges. Due to the centralized
nature of SDN networks, any security compromise

of the controller means that consequently the whole
network has also been compromised. Furthermore,
any breach in the communication between the
controller and the data plane can lead to illegitimate
access to the network resources. Likewise, the SDN
controller allows applications running on top of it
access to network resources, the ability to change
the behavior of the network and deploying new
functionalities. However, an application could
prove to be malicious or display abnormal behavior
and must be stopped, with security measures
applied to contain it, this has also proved to be hard
and complex [4].
In this paper, we will discuss in Section 2 the
cornerstone of SDNs “the Openflow” protocol. We
will compare in Section 3 SDN virus traditional
networks in terms of agility and speed. In section 4
we discuss serious threats and challenges facing
each individual layer of SDNs. Then, we will
simulate an attack in Section 5 exposing SDN
vulnerabilities; lacking authentication and the ease
of disrupting the network. At the end, we would
conclude the paper in Section 6.
2

OPENFLOW

OpenFlow is considered one of the first ever
SDN protocols, it is the standard communications
interface in SDN environments that allows the SDN
controller to directly interact with data plane
devices such as routers and switches, both physical
and virtual, thus allowing for better configuration to
meet the changing business requirements of the
network [10].
In a traditional switch both packet forwarding
(the data path) and high-level routing (the control
path) reside on the same device, however
OpenFlow separates the data path from the control
path, only leaving the data path on the device and
the control path is managed by a separate SDN
controller as shown in Fig, 2. The switch and the
controller communicate using the OpenFlow
protocol [10], [11].
As of today, several established companies such
as HP, IBM and google have already either fully
utilized, or announced their intention to support, the
OpenFlow standard. By early 2012, Google's
internal network ran entirely on OpenFlow.
OpenFlow is now considered the de facto protocol
in SDN communications, thus in this paper we will
be discussing the threats that mainly affect all SDN
networks, and some specific to OpenFlow enabled
SDN networks only.
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Table 2: Traditional Networks using star topology

Host 1 to
Host 2

Throughput
(Mbps)

RTT
(ms)

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Mean

551
508
551
467
526
520.6

0.108
0.136
0.112
0.122
0.132
0.120

Fig. 2. OpenFlow platform
Table 3: SDN using tree topology

3

SDN VS TRADITIONAL NETWORKS

One major aspect of recognizing a new
technology is determining its efficiency. Therefore,
the aim of this paper is to compare SDN with
Traditional Networks using various topologies.
Measurements of efficiency in this paper are
“throughput”, which is a measurement of how fast
data could be sent across a network and it’s
measured in Bits per Second (bps) [12], and
“Round-trip time” (RTT), which is simply the time
required for a packet to travel from a host to
another host (t1) and time back to the originating
host (t2) [13].

Host 1 to
Host 2

Throughput
(Gbps)

RTT
(ms)

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Mean

27.6
27.4
23.7
24.2
24.6
25.5

0.050
0.050
0.046
0.062
0.042
0.050

Table 4: Traditional Networks using tree topology

Host 1 to
Host 2

Throughput
(Mbps)

RTT
(ms)

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Mean

554
536
514
587
450
528.2

0.332
0.106
0.374
0.330
0.104
0.249

RTT= t1 + t2

Considering the results, it is obvious that SDN
outperforms traditional networks regarding
Throughput. The following chart compares the
throughput between the two networks using the
different underlying topologies.
30000

Throughput (Mbps)

It’s worth mentioning that all these experiments
were carried out on VMware virtual machine
workstation 12 using the virtual image “Mininet”
version 2.2.2 that emulates both SDN and
Traditional Networks and gives a wide variety of
topologies and switches at no cost. Also, the RTT
for only the first packet in the 2 technologies is
ignored, as it takes more time than other packets to
set the network and carry out the required
calculations; especially in SDN where the
controller takes time in the first packet to populate
the switch forwarding table.
Testing the transfer bandwidth and round time
trip (RTT) was carried out on two different
topologies; Star and Tree. The following tables 1 to
4 represent the transfer rate difference between the
different technologies; SDN and Legacy Networks.

25000

20000
15000
10000
5000
0

Table 1: SDN using star topology

Host 1 to
Host 2

Throughput
(Gbps)

RTT
(ms)

Test 1
Test 2
Test 3
Test 4
Test 5
Mean

30.5
28.5
24.4
27.7
23.8
26.98

0.060
0.052
0.050
0.048
0.066
0.055

Fig. 3. Comparison of throughput
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Considering the Tree Topology, SDN seems to
offer much greater throughput than Traditional
Networks as shown in Figure 3. The issue was not
changed also in the Star topology; concluding that
SDN throughput is almost 50 times greater than
Traditional Networks regardless the network.
While RTT measures the response time of the
network and through a direct measurement of its
speed, SDN leads Traditional Networks also here.
The following chart shows the mean RTT for both
SDN and Traditional Networks for the star and tree
topologies.
0.3
0.25
RTT (ms)

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
SDN (Star Traditional SDN (Tree Traditional
Topology) Networks Topology) Networks
(Star
(Tree
Topology)
Topology)

Fig. 4. Comparison of Round Trip Time (RTT)

SDN (Star Topology) RTT is about half the
Traditional Networks RTT using the same
topology, while the values did not change from star
to the tree topology in SDNs, Traditional Networks
(Tree Topology) on the other hand seemed to lag
the Star topology and seemed to take the time of 5
run time trips of SDN with the same topology as
shown in Figure 4.
4

SECURITY AND THREATS TO SDN
NETWORKS

While as mentioned before SDN could be
separated to three layers. Each particular one faces
challenges and threats. For the issue, the problems
are classified here regarding the layer which
experiences the stated problem in order to address
the issue efficiently.
1. Threats to the application layer
It could be said that the ability to control a
network using software and the centralization of
network intelligence in centralized controllers are

the two most prominent features of the SDN
architecture,
making
it
innovative
and
revolutionary, however, these same two features
have proved to be the root of serious security
challenges to SDN networks. In this section we will
be considering security challenges facing the
application layer, since most of the network’s
functions are software applications in this layer of
the network.
Even though OpenFlow allows the deployment of
security applications, there are no remarkable or
leading security applications. Moreover, there are
no
standard
agreed
upon
development
environments or network programming models, as
a result the number of vendor or third-party
applications developed already were developed
using different models, which could result in
interoperability problems and security policy
collision [14].
In OpenFlow, the applications running on the
controller implement most of the functions of the
controller, hence, naturally they inherit access
privileges to network resources [15], and
manipulation of network behavior, all these
applications can run without any real security
mechanisms from protecting the network from any
malicious activity. Therefore, authentication of
applications in centralized SDN networks has until
now proved to be a challenge. This could be a
direct result of the lack of any reliable mechanism
to establish a trust relationship between the
controller and applications in the SDN
environment.
Furthermore, access control in SDN networks is
not implemented very carefully. For instance, a
malicious application that does not have access to
network resources can call an instantiation of
another application that has the required access
privileges, and thus bypass any security measures
quite easily, creating a breach in the network.
2.

Threats to the control plane

In a typical SDN architecture the SDN controller
is a centralized omnipotent like entity that carries
all the decision-making responsibilities of the
network, therefore making it a very attractive target
for malicious activities due to its pivotal role. On
account of the controller’s place in the network it
can be targeted from both applications running on
top of it or through the data plane.
The controller’s ability to authenticate
applications and authorize any usage of network
resources with accurate tracking, auditing and
isolation, are what determines the level of
controller security from malicious applications
[16]. Hence, it is necessary to categorize
applications according to their level of security
implications before allowing any access to the
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network; varying applications with different
functional requirements must merit different levels
of security clearances, for example, user
applications or third-party applications must
logically carry a lower security clearance from the
controller. Therefore, it is obvious that there is a
requirement for each application to have its very
own unique customized set of privileges.
Simultaneously, since most of the network’s
complexity is removed from the forwarding devices
and delegated to the controller in accordance with
the main concepts of the SDN architecture, there
are problems that will arise as the network is
scaled. If a controller is asked to determine and
install flow rules for each new flow in the incoming
data path, the controller’s limited capability to
handle a huge number of requests in a short interval
will cause a bottleneck in the network [17]. Thus,
the number of forwarding devices that the
controller is responsible for will greatly affect its
performance; the larger the number of devices the
higher risk of a situation where the controller will
require a longer the delay in the period of time to
send flow routes to the devices, which can greatly
affect the overall performance of the network, and
could pose an even more serious risk of the
controller not being able to handle all the requests
and becoming a single point of failure for the whole
network. To counter this risk, it was suggested
using more than a single controller, however, in
case a single controller was to fail its devices will
be allocated to the other controllers, which leaves
us at a higher risk that another one will fail next due
to the added load, and so on, thus, we will have a
series of failing controllers without any difference
at all [18].
Similarly, in a DoS or a distributed DoS attack,
an attacker could easily trigger control plane
saturation by flooding the controller with fraudulent
requests that will cause it to crash. Another DoS
attack is where the controller will be bombarded
with IP packets with random headers that will
eventually render the controller unresponsive or
broken, and in case more than one controller is used
we will have another series of controller
breakdowns as the flow of malicious data will be
transferred to target the next controller [19].
Another challenge that will arise in the case of an
SDN network with multiple controllers and
consequently the division of the network into
smaller SDN sub-networks, in such situation an
application will be implemented in the application
layer over the entire network which has a global
view of all the sub-domains and it is its job to
optimize traffic across several different domains for
the other applications. Such application that has

access and control over multiple domains might
pause an extremely dangerous security threat in
case of a breach, in this case, careful and thorough
authorization and authentication of this application
will be necessary to allow access to privileges that
are only needed, to mitigate the risk of any breach
either by an attacker or another malicious
application in the application layer using this
application to gain unauthorized access to network
resources and sensitive information [20].
Furthermore, in SDN networks with multiple
controllers, any inconsistency in controller
configuration could cause delays in network output
or cause applications such as firewalls to behave
incorrectly.
3.

Threats to the data plane

Each network device in the data plane uses its
own flow table stored in its hardware to determine
packet routing destinations, the size of the flow
table however, is limited by its own physical
memory hardware, thus in case a switch does not
find the specific flow rule for a packet it received it
will query the controller for the identity of the
destination and route this packet to the destination
it receives, but, since all decision making
capabilities were removed from individual switches
and assigned to the controller, if the network were
to be compromised and an attacker were to send the
switch a false destination, the switch has no ability
to differentiate between genuine and fraudulent
flow rules it receives. Additionally, since a switch
has to buffer flows it cannot route till it receives
further instructions from the controller, in the case
of a saturation attack, if the controller was to
breakdown this would practically render all
forwarding devices – and thus the whole network –
offline, since they cannot forward packets without
instructions from the controller [4].
In the original OpenFlow design, Transport Layer
Security (TLS) and datagram Transport layer
Security (DTLS) are defined for south bound
communications – communication between the
controller and the devices in the data plane [21],
[22]. However, in recent OpenFlow versions the
use of TLS and DTLS has become optional, and on
account of the complexity of configuration of TLS,
many vendors have opted to not include TLS
altogether on their OpenFlow switches, making the
communication channels between the separate
planes even more insecure and vulnerable to attacks
[23]. Table 5 summarizes the major security threats
in each of the SDN planes.
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Table 5: Table 5: Summary of major security threats in
each of the SDN planes.
SDN Plane

Data

Threat
Flooding
attacks
Man-in-the
middle attack
Controller
hijacking
failure

or

DoS attacks

Control

Application

Unauthorized
controller access
Scalability and
availability
Lack
of
authentication and
authorization
Fraudulent
flow
rules
insertion
Lack of access
control

5

Description
Switches’ flow tables
only hold limited number
of flow rules
As TLS is an option
rather than a standard.
Data plane is mainly
dependent
on
the
controller which adds
another risk to the data
plane
No
considerable
authentication
No compelling user
access rights
Increasing size and
shear of network would
introduce challenges
No
means
of
authentication are carried
out on applications
Connected
malicious
applications may insert
false flow rules in the flow
tables
It’s
difficult
to
implement access control

DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACH
SCHEME

As in [24], R. Kandoi and M. Antikainen had
introduced how the SDN network could be flooded
by a hacker to disrupt the switch from sending
further traffic; made by simply sending dynamic
packet headers that may change the source million
times a minute resulting in overflow in the switch
flow tables which are populated by the controller;
getting the switch out of service as it won’t be able
to reply to the flooding host due to the high traffic
aimed to be handle by the controller and flow rate
tables which are over populated with traffic.
However in this paper, we will clarify a new
threat of disrupting the network and gaining access
by just using the primitive SDN-toolkit found at
[25]. The first step in implementing the attack
would be identifying an Openflow based network.
The attacker would give some suspected networks
to “of-check” [25], which identifies the Openflowbased services by exchanging Hellos messages. If
the “of-check” receives a feature request then it
would be a controller, otherwise it’s a legacy
switch.
After determining the target, the attacker would
apply “of-enum” [25] to enumerate the Openflowbased network endpoints and identify the specific
version which the attacker would be dealing with.
It’s to mention also that this won’t take any effort
as “of-enum” is compatible with all Openflow
versions.

After identifying and determining the target, the
attacker would perform reconnaissance; using “ofmap” [25] and connect to the controller as a local
host. And it is here to mention the vulnerable
drawback of SDN controllers as for instance the
two familiar SDN controllers; Floodlight has no
authentication at all and Opendaylight has
authentication but it is very basic. This paper
targets
Floodlight
controllers.
However,
Opendaylight controllers’ authentication doesn’t
guarantee security though and could be bypassed
also using indirect methods such as exploiting the
controller services; granting control on the network.
After connecting to the controller as a local host,
the attacker would request Access Control lists
(ACLs); identify any targets and sensors. And
thereby, the attacker would try to hide any sensor
that could detect or deny them and isolate
administrator from the network assets and acquiring
those assets instead. All these would be
implemented using “of-access” [25] which sets
access rights and could hide any traffic from any
sensor on the network.
And after completing the attack and trying to
ping the admin; the result would show that the
attack had succeeded and the admin is totally
isolated from the network Figure 5.

6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has introduced the basic functionality
and methods of SDN networks in general, and
OpenFlow enabled SDN networks in particular, and
delved deeper into the security threats that could
face each plane of any given SDN network,
detailing all types of attacks that could compromise
the system, or even logic flaws in the
implementation of current SDN protocols and
systems that could result in potential breaches or
attacks.
Although SDN is superior to traditional networks
in terms of agility and speed, it is necessary that all
security risks and threats associated with this
architecture be carefully analyzed, and solved. We
recommend the obligatory usage of TLS,
authentication and authorization techniques and
application access rights implementation. However,
these proposed solutions are always acted upon as
suggestions more than critical steps to eliminate the
aforementioned security issues.
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